FREEDOM CENTER JOURNAL FALL 2014
Members of the Freedom Center Journal organization will be enrolled in one of the following:

FREEDOM CENTER JOURNAL: STAFF
Course Number: IRTS 7016 Section 001       Call Number: 000047
Credits: 2 Non-classroom
Meets Writing Requirement? Yes; this course pertains to the students/staff members who are writing notes/comments/book reviews to be published in the Journal.

FREEDOM CENTER JOURNAL: STAFF
Course Number: IRTS 7016 Section 002      Call Number:000048
Credits: 2 Non-classroom
Meets Writing Requirement? No; this course pertains to the students/staff members who are not writing notes/comments/book reviews to be published in the Journal.

FREEDOM CENTER JOURNAL: EDITOR
Course Number: IRTS 7015           Call Number: 000046
Credits: 3 Non-classroom
Meets Writing Requirement? No

The following apply to the classes above:

Professor: Houh
Enrollment: Freedom Center Journal participants only; by permission of instructor.
Primary Basis for Grade: High pass/Pass/ Low pass/ Fail
Meets Seminar Requirement? No
Meets Client Counseling Requirement? No
Meeting Times: Will vary.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
The Freedom Center Journal of Law and History engages its readership on issues historically driving African-American intellectual thought while challenging its student membership to fully develop their individual talents to compete on terms of academic equality in an international society governed by law and legal institutions.

SPECIAL NOTE:
The Registrar will schedule you in the appropriate course; it is your responsibility to make sure you have room in your schedule to accommodate the addition of this course.
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